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T o count the days since my first joining the education/training

center to receive the Coast Guard Administration study program

since April 11, today marks the exact 100th day, with a majority of time

spent in classroom sessions, and upon hearing that we are given a filed

excursion teaching to Keelung, my heart is filled with anticipation, and

gratitude for the center's thoughtful arrangement for bringing us to com-

mercial harbor in an eye-opening trip.

Our entourage of 55, led by education/training center director Mr.

Hu, arrives at the first stop of the visitation agenda - the China Ship-

building Corp.'s keelung shipyard.  What comes to view first is the 75,

000T cargo ship docked at the shipyard for repair, and what an enor-

mous object it is.  The warm receptionists escort us to the conference

room, where Keelung shipyard plant director Huang Hong-zhe presides
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Visitation to Yang Ming Shipping's 67,000T con-
tainer vessel - SS Fortune MingYang

A reflection following the visitation
to the Keelung Commercial Harbor
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the briefing in person.  Priorto the briefing, CSC VP on plant business

coming from Kaohsiung has grace the venue for a brief keynote, show-

casing CSC's emphasis of our visit.  Through over 20 minutes of multi-

media briefing, we are amazed to find that the Keelung shipyard plant

has endured a century of history, and we become more impressed know-

ing that CSC has built Coast Guard Adiministration's SS Ho Hsing, Mou

Hsing and Der Hsing ships.

Due to time constraint, we soon bide farewell to CSC and move

onto the next stop of our trip.  Along the way, we are highly impressed

upon witnessing Taiwan's impressive shipbuilding craft renowned

around the world.  As we arrived at the second stop - Yang Ming Ship-

ping Corp., we witness yet another beauty of behemoth.  The dynamic

Yang Ming Shipping has been renowned for being punctual, swift, stable

and savings in providing quality service, and the firm continues to be a

renowned brand in the global shipping market.  As if Yang Ming Ship-

ping PR could see through our anticipating minds, we have been es-

corted to see a 67,000T container ship - SS Fortune Ming.  When board-

ing the ship through the spiral staircase, everybody wonders how many

crewmembers are needed to man such a large ship?  And the answer is

17, including the cook, where computer linkup and automated control

have made it possible to deploy such compact manpower.  It so happens

that Yang Ming Shipping's heeding to the four principle of sharp, swift,

steady and savings not only poises to provide the customer with serial,

Keelung shipyard plant director Hung Hong-zhe (the one standing)
briefs the trainees in person (left in front row is the Coast Guard Ad-
ministration education/training center CEO Hu Yi-gang)
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comprehensive services, but is in the forefront of enforcing its value

concept of teamwork, innovation, integrity and practicality.  Innova-

tive technology, ample human resources, and a comprehensive system,

and effective management have come to culminate Yang Ming Shipping's

impressive achievements.  This is a good example of introduction smart

business management, and something we could learn and emulate form.

With knowing it, everybody has quiet down, as if trying to fathom

the scenes before our eyes.  Suddenly, someone hoorays in elation as if

discovering the new continent.  And it so happens that the elegant sil-

houette of the cruise ship, SS Gemini, can be spotted at the Keelung

Port. The all-white ship hull showcases her elegance; the mid-sized cruise

ship with a 19,093T draught is supported by a 550 staffs, which con-

trasts to the lean manpower for Yang Ming's SS Fortune Ming, where

the staff is comprised of people of 20 different nationalities, making it

much like a mini UN.  Through the escort of the receptionists, we call

on the club, night club, restaurants, open air swimming pool and bar on

deck.  At last, we arrive at the ship's central nerve - the bridge, where

the Finnish captain is ready to brief us.  Come to think of it, we feel

rather fortunate that not even the paying customers get such royal

treatment.  In spite that SS Gemini is equipped with the latest advanced

navigation equipment allowing the ship to be controlled by a lever, it

remains critically important that risk management and crisis manage-

ment must be sought in order to safeguard the ship once leaving port.

Yet gauging from the captain's 30-year extensive navigation experiences,

we know that our concerns are redundant, but we are nevertheless im-

pressed by the captain's humor and amusing conversations.

From the field visitation, everyone has something to take home

with, whether it is the local specialty, souvenir, or knowledge that money

cannot buy.  We are grateful for the center's arrangement for such a

meaningful outdoor excursion that allows us to witness a business

organization, its operating mode and management that differs from ad-

ministration agencies, anticipating that there would be more chance in

the future to call on other places that would expand our exposure that

cannot be learned from teaching materials.

(The author is currently with the education/training center)

A snapshot of the Star Cruises Ship, SS Gemini


